Teen Spirit with the Merriment Panel

I used the smaller panel images for the center squares of the Teen Spirit blocks and bordered the large panel images to mix in with the pieced blocks.

I made the lap size quilt, made 8 large panel blocks and 12 pieced blocks. You will need 13 fat quarters in addition to the panels.
From each of 12 FQ’s, cut Two 4-1/2” strips and subcut into a rectangle and squares as described in the pattern (one rectangle and two squares from each strip).

Find the tutorial on squaring up the panel blocks, in our Tipsy Tuesday #27 episode.

Trim the smaller images to a 3-1/2” width and 5” height.
Cut one of the FQ into four 2-1/4” strips and subcut into twenty four, 2-1/4” x 3-1/2” rectangles. Sew two rectangles above and below a panel image and replace that unit with the 3-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles in the pattern.

Trim the larger images to a 8-1/2” width and 10-1/2” height.
From the leftover fabric from 8 of the FQ’s, cut a 2” strip and two 3-1/2” strips.
Subcut the 2” strip into two 10-1/2” long rectangles to sew on each side of the panel.
Subcut the 3-1/2” strips into two 11-1/2” long rectangles and sew above and below the panels.